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It is a difficult problem to compute the value v of a differential game. 
Under some smoothness assumptions [6] V - v(t, X) can be shown to 
satisfy, almost everywhere, a nonlinear partial differential equation of the 
Hamilton-Jacobi type. However, this equation has actually been solved only 
in very few examples (Tsaacs [8]). It is therefore natural to attempt to derive 
some information on the value of a game by comparing it with another 
game. A result in this direction (but under extremely restrictive conditions) 
was recently obtained by A. N. V. Rao [9]. We shall give here a different 
and more general approach which employs recent results of Friedman [7]. 
In Section 1 we state the main results, namely, Theorems I and 2. Their 
proofs are given in Sections 2 and 3. In Section 4 we give two simple 
examples. 
1. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Consider a system of m differential equations 
dxjdt z f(t, x, y, z) (to :g t < 1’) (1.1) 
with initial condition 
and a functional, called payoff, 
f’(y, 4 = &G”)) -I- fT 4, x(s),Y, 4 ds. 
* to 
(1.3) 
* This work was partially supported by National Science Foundation Grant XSF 
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We are given compact sets Y and Z in some euclidean spaces Rp and Rq, 
respectively. A control function y(t) for the player y (z(t) for the player a) 
is a measurable function with values in Y(Z) almost everywhere. 
We shall need the conditions: 
(A,) f(t, x,y, z) is continuous in (t, x,y, z) E [J”, T] x R”’ x \’ x % 
and 
s 
T 
f(4 x, y, z)! < h(O(i x + I), /z,(f) df /, m. (1.4) 
to 
(A,) For any R > 0 there exists a function KR(f) such that if f, -5: t :< T, 
yrY,z~ZandxERm,~r-Rm,ixj <R,~z <R,then 
; f(f, x, y, z) --- f(f, .F, y, z)i G AR(f) I x - it! !, 
(A,) h(f, x,y, z) is continuous in (f, x,y, z) t [to, T] X 1-P X Y X Z 
and g(x) is continuous in P. 
Note that under the conditions (A,), (Aa), for any control functions 
y(t), z(t) there corresponds a unique solution of (1 .l), (1.2). If (Aa) holds, 
a unique payoff is then defined. In [5, 61 we have defined the concept of 
a differential game G associated with the system (l.l), (1.2) and the payoff 
(1.3). In this game, the aim of y is to maximize the payoff P and the aim 
of z is to minimize it. The concepts of upper value V-, lower v&c G’-- 
and value I/ have also been defined there. 
Jntroduce the upper Hamiltonian function 
W(f, x, p) = Ini, rml{f (f, 2, y, x) . P + h(f, x> 3’7 4: ’ 
and the louver IIamilfonian funcfion 
Elliott and Kalton [l] have recently extended results of Friedman [5] and 
proved that if H-7 s H- then V+ = I’-. This is related to Fleming’s 
approach [2, 31. Indeed, Fleming defined upper and lower values WT, W- 
and proved that if H+ =t II- then IV+ -.: W., whereas Elliott and Kalton 
showed that W-- ,( V- , Vr < W+. More recently, Friedman [7] proved that 
w- =- v-, W’- I=2 v+. 
The proof is a consequence of the following Lemma [7]: 
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LEMMA 1. Assume that (A,)-(A,) hold, that f(t, x, y, x), h(t, x, y, z) are 
unzformly Lipschitz continuous in (t, x), that gz(x), g&x) are Hiilder continuous, 
and that f(t, x, y, z), h(t, x, y, z), g(x) aanish if 1 x i > R’, for som R’ :> 0. 
Then, for any E > 0, the Cauchy problem 
-$ + EAW -(- H’(t, x, V,W) -: 0 (to < t < T, x E Rm), (1.5) 
W”, 4 = g(x) (x E Rq (1.6) 
has u unique bounded solution W,--(t, x), and 
W,(to , x0) -+ V’- if E-+0. 
An analogous result was proved by Fleming [2, 31 for W+-. 
It is clear that the lemma remains true if g(x) I const. for 1 x i > H’. 
Later on we shall apply the lemma also in this form. 
Under the assumptions (A,), (A,) the solutions of (1. I), (1.2) are uniformly 
bounded, say 
i x(t)1 d 4, 
for all control functions y(s), z(s) and for all to < t :< T. Let R* > R, . 
THIWRICM I. Let (Ai)- hokd, and bt U(t, x) be a function with con- 
tinuous derivatives U,(t, x), LT%(t, x), U,,(t, x) in [t, , T] x R”, such that 
U,(t, x) -k H- (r, x, V,U(t, x)) < 0 (to < t < T, ! x / -< Rx), (1.7) 
U(T, x) >g(x) (’ x / < R*). (1.8) 
Then 
v-.- 5; qt, ) x0). (1.9) 
The proof is given in Section 2. It employs Lemma 1. 
Consider now a differential game e associated with a system of m 
differential equations 
dx:‘dt = f(t, x, y, Z), (1.10) 
the initial condition (I .2), and a payoff 
F(j, 2) y = $x(T)) -i- 1: h(s, x(s), Jo, a) ds. (1.11) 
The control sets for the players 9, f are denoted by $’ and 2, respectively. 
We denote the upper and lower values of (;i by Pk and p-, respectively. 
WC also introduce the upper Hamiltonian function 
fiy, x, p) = yG2 ~~apxIS(4 x,9,q ‘P + 44 x, $24). 
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Suppose (A,), (A,) hold for both f and J! Then the solutions of (1. I), 
(1.2) and the solutions of (l.lO), (1.2) are uniformly bounded 13~ some 
positive constant R, . 
Let R* > A, and set 
W’c shall need the condition: 
(B) For all i, G; t < T, I x ! <: Rx, ’ i i G: R, y E Y, z E Z, 
! h(t, s, y, x) -- h(t, 2, y, z)i <i B i x -.-- Si I, 
j g(x) -- g(Z), 5: B” ; x - 2 ’ 
‘~‘IIEOKEXI 2. Let the conditions (Al)-(A,3 hold for bofh f, g, h and f, j, h 
respectiaely, and let (B) hold. If 
I?--(t, x,p) -< I-I :(t, x, p) i.- */ ! p j j- j7 (t, s; t :< l’, : x ) 2’; R”, p E R’“) 
(1.12) 
zhere y, 7 are nonnegative constants and if 
then 
i(x) .< g(x) ( x , ::;. R”), (1.13) 
zchere C is a positive constant depending only on 1’ - t, . 
COROLLARY. Let the conditions (A,) -(A,) hold for both f, g, h and f, j, h 
respectively. lf 
Aqt, x, p) 2;: II-i(t, x, p) (to 2s t z; 7’, x -< H’, p il R’“) 
then p+ .:; V.. 
Similar results hold for the lower values f- , V . . ‘I’heorem 2 and its 
corollary will lx proved in Section 3. 
Remark. If the condition (1.4) is replaced by 
s 
T 
x * .f(t, XT Y9 4 < k,,(t)(l x :? j l), k,(t) dt < CC, 
to 
then the solutions of (l.l), (1.2) are again uniformly bounded, and Theo- 
rems 1, 2 remain valid. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let R, < R, < R” and let t(x) be a Cm nonnegative function in RT1’ such 
that l(x) = 1 if i x ) < R, , c(x) = 0 if i x I > R, . Set c(t, x) :.. c(x) Cr(t, x). 
Multiplying (1.7) by c(x), we get, for ) x 1 < R*, 
@Opt) + I$; y{f(t, x, y, z) * v,o +- qt, x,y, z)> :g 0, (2.1) 
where 
Note that b((t, x, y, z) :-.y 0 if ( x I > R *. Note further that (2.1) also holds if 
1 x 1 > R* (since the left-hand side is then equal to zero). We also have 
O(T x) > g”(x), (2.2) 
where g’(x) 7.: <(x)g(x); h ere, again, the inequality holds for all x E R”. 
Consider the game G with f, g, h replaced by j, 2, h, and denote its upper 
value by r”/+. Since f = f, g := i, h = /; for : x ! < R,, , we clearly have 
v-i- = r-1 . 
Let h > 0. Let g , &, , R, be scqucnces of functions having the following 
properties: 
(a) ffl =-- ~Jz, x, y, z) and &, -_= f;,(t, x, y, z) arc uniformly Lipschitz 
continuous in (t, x) and they vanish for , x 1 > R*; 
(b) in .= in(x) and its first two derivatives are Holder continuous, 
and k(x) =-: 0 if j x ] > R*; 
(c) the conditions (A,), (A,) hold forfn , with k,(t), k&f) independent 
of n, and 
(d) if ?z --, W, then 
f&, x, y, z> -4, x, Y> 4, 
&(4 x, y, 4 - & x, y, 4, 
g”&> - .2?(x) 
uniform!? in [rU , T] X Rnz X E’ X 2. 
Let c(x) be a C” nonnegative function in Ii”’ such that c(x) 7: 1 if 
\ x ) < R*, l(x) = 0 if 1 x j > R* + 1. Dcnotc by V,:, the upper value 
of the game corresponding to i;l , Hn - h, R, - Xl. Then, by [6], 
v,:, --z v-‘i if n-• o3, h + 0. (2.3) 
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For any E > 0, denote by W&,, the unique bounded solution of the Cauchy 
problem 
(sW,/Zt) -F rAW :’ xn$ y$#, x,y, z) . “$V(t, x) 
$- R,(t, x, y, z) -- X((x)> == 0 
(t,, << t < T, x E Rm), (2.4) 
W(T, x) = g,(x) - h (.x E Z-F’). (2.5) 
By Lemma 1, 
WcL(tu 7 X”) -’ G if E + 0. (2.6) 
i\;ow, from (2.1) it easily follows that, for any X > 0, 
in the strip t, :< t < JI’, provided 12 is sufficiently large and E is sufficiently 
small (depending on A). We also have, from (2.2), (2.5), 
q T, x) > W,‘,,( T, x) (2.8) 
for all x E I@ provided n is sufficiently large. 
iKotice that WlJt, x) satisfies the equation 
(L7W;it) + E AW :-- 0 if t, .< t < T, I x ’ ) R* + 1 
and the terminal condition 
(2.9) 
W(T, x) = --A if jx, > R”-+ I. 
One can then easily deduce that, if / x / + CO, 
WL,,(t, x) -F -A uniformly with respect to t. (2.10) 
Indeed, setting 
K,(t, .X) = [I /(2d)“/2] eXp{-(i x !8/2d)}, 
the function 
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satisfies (2.9), and @ 3 W$,, on / x ! :: H* -;- 1 (if C’ is a sufficiently large 
positive constant), IV > IV& on t z T, ( x : > I?* + 1. By an obvious 
extension of Theorem 9 in [4, p. 431 to the region [is, IT] x (x; i x I > R” + I> 
we deduce that @’ > Wc>A if t, < t < 5’; , x 1 > R* -1. 1. This gives 
Similarly one shows that 
and (2.10) thus follows. 
Since [?(t, X) -_ 0 if 1 x ( > R*, it follows from (2.9) that 
where R is sufficiently large. 
Using (2.4) for W =- IV:;;,, , (2.7) and (2.8), (2.1 l), we are in position 
to apply a standard comparison theorem for nonlinear parabolic equations 
[4, p. 421, and conclude that 
w<;A(t, x) < qt, x) (t,, << t < T, x E A”‘“). v
Taking E -+ 0, then n -+ cc and finally X -* 0, and using (2.6), (2.3) the 
assertion (1.9) follows. 
3. PROOF OF 'I'IIEOREYI 2 
Define l(x) as in Section 2. 
We shall first assume that f(t, x, y, a), h(t, x, y, z), f(t, X, y, a), h(t, X, y, a) 
are uniformly Lipschits! continuous in (t, S) for i x 1 3: R*, and that E(X), k(x) 
and their first two derivatives are uniformly Holder continuous in 1 x 1 :< KC. 
Xote that I/+ is also the upper value of the game corresponding to (f, {h, lg. 
The upper Hamiltonian function for this game is f(x) Z-l+(t, X, p). Similarly, 
9. is also the upper value of the game corresponding to [f, @, @, and the 
upper Hamiltonian function of this game is C(X) ZTT(t, X, p). 
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Denote by W, the unique bounded solution of the Cauchy problem 
(m/it) 6 E A w .L (H-(t, x, V,W(t, x)) 0 in I,, :<: 1 < T, 
WT, 4 7 &Ax) (x E R”‘), 
and denote by l@e the unique bounded solution of the Cauchy problem 
(;:I@,:;;t) - E AL%’ .r <A--(t, x, G,I@(t, x)) = 0 in t,, :G; t < I’, 
bv( T, x) = g(x) (x E R”‘). 
Ry Lemma 1, if E -+ 0 then 
W,(4) , -%J) -+ I,” , Lqt,, , x,,) -> If-. 
\Vc want to estimate W -- [PC -- W, . We can write 
(iW*i~t) .i. EAW* ;- f-i” _ 0, 
where 
If * :: [gb(t, x, V:,l@<) - gP(t, x, C,:W,)] 
-j [(f?-(t, x, v,w,) -- [HI-(t, x, U,W,)] -. 5H’ -!L 5H”. 
(2-l) 
Since {(x) IF (t, X, p) satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition in p with 
coefficient K -= sup I f i, 
; [H’ I z; K : V,W* j. 
Xext, by our assumptions, 
! 511” ’ 6; 5,,y 1 v,w, k 5,y, 
where 5, -= sup c(x). As proved in [7], 
where C is a constant depending only on 7’ t,, . It follows that 
(ZW*jZt) -t E A W* -+ e(t, x) * L’,W* )- -(CB(b $. B*) [,,y A- &,y} .: -y* 
in the strip t, S: t < T, where ! e(t, x)1 5; K. Xote also W*(T, x) < 0 
(X c Rm) and W(t, X) is bounded in the strip t, .s< t < T. We now compare 
W* with the function y+eT t. A pplying a version of the maximum principle 
[4, p. 431 we conclude that W” -2; y*eT t. Hence, 
with a different C. Taking F -+ 0 and using (2. l), the assertion (1.14) follows. 
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In case f, h, g and j, /z, g are not as smooth as assumed in the above proof, 
we approximate them by smooth functions fn , h, , g, and j,, , h, , in . We 
can take the B, B, B* for f,L , h,, , g, to be the same as for f, g, lz. Applying 
the assertion of Theorem 2 to the approximating triples f,, , h, , gn and 
37LJ7z~tn~ and taking n -+ co, the proof in the general case follows. 
Proof of the Corollary. If (B) holds then the corollary is a special case 
of Theorem 2. If(B) does not hold, we approximateg, h uniformly in compact 
subsets i x I < R byg, , h, for which (B) holds with constants, say, 8, , B,“. 
We may take g,, 2 g, h, 3 h. By Theorem 2, 
where V,+ is the upper value corresponding to j, g, , h, . Taking 71 --f co 
we conclude that p+3-1- -< V 1.. 
4. EXrQW'LES 
We shall give two simple examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider a game of pursuit and evasion where the dynamical 
system is given by a system of 2m equations 
(dxLit) = a@, x) f u, (fly/&) == h(t, x) + w; (4.1) 
a, h arc m-vectors; the control sets are 
iY = {u; ) u ; < a], v = {w; ! 2: cg p>, 
the initial conditions are 
40) = x0 , Y(O) = Yo . (4.2) 
The pursuer is u and the evader is V. The terminal set is 
where p is a positive number, and Y, = i x0 -- y. j > p. 
Assuming that (AI)- hold, we shall prove: 
If 
a > B, (4.3) 
(a(& x) - qt, x)) . (s - Y) < 0 (t 3 0, .T E R”, y E R”), (4.4) 
then the pursuer u can capture the evader z in jinite time; mare precisely (see 
[6] for terminology), the strong captuddity condition holds. 
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For any ‘1’ > 0, consider the game G(T) of fixed duration T associated 
with (4.1), (4.2) and the payoff 
P(u, u) 2 : ; x(T) -- y(T):‘. (4.5) 
Denote its value by V(T). If we can show that, for some T, V(T) < p2 
then the strong capturability condition follows. Now, if the pursuer chooses 
upper S-strategy determined by u = = ZJ, then 
(djdt) ( x - y i2 $ 0, 
so that j x(T) - y(T), S< y. . Hence V(T) does not change if we modify 
the payoff (4.5) into 
P(u, v) = ~(1 x(T) .-- y(T)‘2), (4.6) 
where g(r) =: Y if 0 :< T << r,, , g(r) > 0 if Y,) < r :; t0 -I- 1, g(r) 2 0 if 
I 1; r. -j. 1. 
Xext, if V(T) > p2 then V(T) will not change if we modify g(r) in the 
interval 0 < r < p. Let us modify g(r) such that g’(r) > 0 in this interval. 
We now wish to apply Theorem 1 in order to estimate V(T) from above. 
The Eqs. (1.7), (1.8) become 
(ticigq + a(& x)l;‘, T qt, x)c’, - 01 I L:, -;- ,E ( li, j s; 0, 
U(T, x, y) > g(i x - y 12). 
These inequalities are satisfied by 
&*(t, x,y) : eA(f,-T)g(l x - y 12) (A :; 0) 
if A is sufhciently small (independently of 1’). Hence, 
V(T) < ecATg(! x0 - y. i”) = e- ATr02. 
This inequality contradicts the assumption V(T) > $ if T is sufficiently 
large. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider two differential games of fixed duration T - t,, , 
with dynamics 
(dxldt) = A(x) -1. B(t)y -!- C(l)Z, (4.7) 
(dtqdt) = A(x) + lqt)j f C(t)& (4.8) 
A(x) is an m-vector and the control sets are m-dimensional sets given by 
jy\ c< a, :zj <BY \jiC<$, IS’ q? 
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The initial condition (at t =. to) and the payoffs are the same for the two 
games. Denote the upper Hamiltonians corresponding to the games by 
H-(t, x, p) and fi;(t, x, p), respectively, and the upper values by V’- and 
p-‘, rcspectivcly. By Theorem 2 (or its corollary), if 
Ih(t, x, p) < H : (t, x, p), (4.9) 
then P-1 :< V’-. It is easily seen that (4.9) holds if 
6 1 B”(t)e ; - @ (Z+*(t)e 1 -< a i H*(t)e : - /3 i C*(t)e ) (4.10) 
for all t, 5~ t < 5”, e E Rnz, 1 e I = I, whcrc h’* = transpose of B. 
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